as coming from Gen. Athens. That
Holden is to be vice Provincial Govr.
extending the lines over half of South
Carolina. the other portion of S.C to
be annexed to Georgia. Thus obtaining
the state lines of S.C. Keffish was
here yesterday and has a grand
review. Which I did not see.

The Yankees are returning the
cars daily from Montgomery
city and probably from Wilmington
to Charleston, and probably further
up the coast they have a daily
mail and post once any letters
without inspection. I have a man
and house billeted upon me
and if they continue to remain
my supplies will be on account. They
have to defend the Negroes from
going off. Meanwhile they go
in large numbers.

My love to Annie and
Lived- and My wife again
to cite London.

Very truly yours

C. P. Maltett.